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A BSTRACT
Many deep neural network architectures loosely based on brain networks have recently been shown to replicate neural firing patterns observed in the brain. One
of the most exciting and promising novel architectures, the Transformer neural
network, was developed without the brain in mind. In this work, we show that
transformers, when equipped with recurrent position encodings, replicate the precisely tuned spatial representations of the hippocampal formation; most notably
place and grid cells. Furthermore, we show that this result is no surprise since
it is closely related to current hippocampal models from neuroscience. We additionally show the transformer version offers dramatic performance gains over the
neuroscience version. This work continues to bind computations of artificial and
brain networks, offers a novel understanding of the hippocampal-cortical interaction, and suggests how wider cortical areas may perform complex tasks beyond
current neuroscience models such as language comprehension.
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I NTRODUCTION

The last ten years have seen dramatic developments using deep neural networks, from computer
vision (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) to natural language processing and beyond (Vaswani et al., 2017).
During the same time, neuroscientists have used these tools to build models of the brain that explain
neural recordings at a precision not seen before (Yamins et al., 2014; Banino et al., 2018; Whittington et al., 2020). For example, representations from convolutional neural networks (Lecun et al.,
1998) predict neurons in visual and inferior temporal cortex (Yamins et al., 2014; Khaligh-Razavi &
Kriegeskorte, 2014), representations from transformer neural networks (Vaswani et al., 2017) predict
brain representations in language areas (Schrimpf et al., 2020), and lastly recurrent neural networks
(Cueva & Wei, 2018; Banino et al., 2018; Sorscher et al., 2019) have been shown to recapitulate
grid cells (Hafting et al., 2005) from medial entorhinal cortex. Being able to use models from machine learning to predict brain representations provides a deeper understanding into the mechanistic
computations of the respective brain areas, and offers deeper insight into the nature of the models.
As well as using off-the-shelf machine learning models, neuroscience has developed bespoke deep
learning models (mixing together recurrent networks with memory networks) that learn neural representations that mimic the exquisite spatial representations found in hippocampus and entorhinal
cortex (Whittington et al., 2020; Uria et al., 2020), including grid cells (Hafting et al., 2005), band
cells (Krupic et al., 2012), and place cells (O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971). However, since these
models are bespoke, it is not clear whether they, and by implication the hippocampal architecture,
are capable of the general purpose computations of the kind studied in machine learning.
In this work we 1) show that transformers (with a little twist) recapitulate spatial representations
found in the brain; 2) show a close mathematical relationship of this transformer to current hippocampal models from neuroscience (with a focus on Whittington et al. (2020) though the same is
true for Uria et al. (2020)); 3) offer a novel take on the computational role of the hippocampus, and
an instantiation of hippocampal indexing theory (Teyler & Rudy, 2007); 4) offer novel insights on
the role of positional encodings in transformers. 5) discuss whether similar computational principles
might apply to broader cognitive domains, such as language, either in the hippocampal formation or
in neocortical circuits.
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Note, we are not saying the brain is closely related to transformers because it learns the same neural
representations, instead we are saying the relationship is close because we have shown a mathematical relationship between transformers and carefully formulated neuroscience models of the hippocampal formation. This relationship helps us get a better understanding of hippocampal models, it
also suggests a new mechanism for place cells that would not be possible without this mathematical
relationship, and finally it tells us something formal about position encodings in transformers.

2

T RANSFORMERS

Transformer Neural Networks (Vaswani et al., 2017) are highly successful machine learning algorithms. Originally developed for language, transformers perform well on other tasks that can be
posed sequentially, such as mathematical understanding, logic problems (Brown et al., 2020), and
image processing (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020).
Transformers accept a set of observations; X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , · · · , xT } (xt could be a word embedding or image patch etc), and aim to predict missing elements of that set. The missing elements could be in the future, i.e. xt>T , or could be a missing part of a sentence or image, i.e.
{x1 = the, x2 = cat, x3 = sat, x4 = ?, x5 = the, x6 = mat}.
Self-attention. The core mechanism of transformers is self-attention. Self-attention allows each
element to ‘attend’ to all other elements, and update itself accordingly. In the example data-set
above, the 4th element (?) could attend to the 2nd (cat), 3rd (sat), and 6th (mat) to understand
it should be on. Formally, to attend to another element each element (xt is a row vector) emits a
query (qt = xt Wq ) and
P compares it to other elements keys (kτ = xt Wk ). Each element is then
updated using yt = τ κ(qt , kτ )vτ , where κ(qt , kτ ) is kernel describing the similarity of qt to
kτ and vτ is the value computed by each element vτ = xt Wv . Intuitively, the similarity measure
κ(qt , kτ ) places more emphasis on the elements that are relevant for prediction; in this example,
the keys may contain information about whether the word is a noun, verb or adjective, while the
query may ‘ask’ for any elements that are nouns or verbs - elements that match this criteria (large
κ(qt , kτ ), i.e. cat, sat, mat) are ‘attended’ to and therefore contribute more to the output yt .
βqt ·kτ
Typically, the similarity measure is a softmax i.e. κ(qt , kτ ) = P e eβqt ·kτ 0 .
0
τ
These equations can be succinctly expressed in matrix form, with all elements updated simultaneously:
QK T
qt K T
→
Y = sof tmax( √ )V
(1)
yt = sof tmax( √ )V
dk
dk
Here Q, K, V are matrices with rows filled by qt , kt , vt respectively, and the softmax is taken
independently for each row. After this update, each yt is then sent through a deep network (fθ (· · · ))
typically consisting of residual (He et al., 2016) and layer-normalisation (Ba et al., 2016b) layers to
produce zt = fθ (yt ). Z is the output of the transformer which can then be used for prediction, or
sent through subsequent transformer blocks.
Position encodings. Self-attention is permutation invariant and so tells you nothing about order of
the inputs. Should the data be sequential (i.e. meaning depends on the order of elements, such as
in language, or navigation as we will see later!), it is necessary to additionally encode the position/
where x is in the sequence. This is typically done by adding a ‘position encoding’ that uniquely
identifies each time-step (et - typically sines and cosines) to each input: xt ← xt +et . Alternatively
the position embedding can be appended i.e. ht = [xt , et ], with self attention then performed using
ht as input.

3

T RANSFORMERS LEARN ENTORHINAL REPRESENTATIONS

Here we show that transformers (with a small modification) recapitulate spatial representations grid and band cells - when trained on tasks that require abstract spatial knowledge.
Spatial understanding task. The task (more detail in Appendix) is to predict upcoming sensory observations xt+1 conditioned on taking an action at while moving around spatial environments (Figure 1a). For example, after seeing {(x1 = cat, a1 = North), (x2 = dog, a2 = East), (x3 =
frog, a3 = South), (x4 = pig, a4 = West), (x5 = ?, a5 = · · · )}, the aim is to predict
2
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Figure 1: (a) Sequence prediction in spatial navigation tasks test abstract spatial understanding since
some sensory predictions can only be done by knowing (generalising) certain rules e.g. North +
East + South + West = 0 or Parent + Sibling + Niece = 0. Note, we use sequences drawn
from much larger graphs. (b) Transformer with recurrent position encodings. (c) Real grid cell
rate-maps (Hafting et al., 2005). (d-f) Learned position embedding rate-maps (i.e. average activity
at each spatial location; plots are spatially smoothed). (d-e) Resembling grid cells with (e) linear
activation or (e) ReLu activation post transition. (f) Resembling band cells (Krupic et al., 2012).
x5 = cat. For simplicity, we treat sensory observations as one-hot vectors, thus the prediction
problem is a classification problem.
When faced with an unseen stimulus-action pair (e.g. x4 = pig, a4 = West above; an action you
have never taken at that stimulus before), successful prediction requires more than just remembering
specific sequences of stimulus-action pairs; knowledge of the rules of space must be known; i.e.
North + East + South + West = 0 allows prediction of x5 = cat. Crucially, such rules
generalise to any 2D spaces and may therefore be transferred to aid prediction in entirely novel
2D environments. This is powerful, since unobserved relations between observed stimuli can be
inferred in a zero-shot manner.
However, these relational rules are not ‘known’ a priori and therefore must be learnt. We therefore
train across multiple different spatial environments which share the same underlying 4-connected
Euclidean structure (Figure 1a) - this means the model must learn and generalise the abstract structure of space to use for prediction in new environments.
To perform on these tasks, the three modifications to the transformer are:
T

tK
1. Recall equation 1; yt = sof tmax( q√
)V , where Q = HWq , K = HWk , V =
dk
HWv , and H is a matrix of inputs and position encodings (i.e. its rows are ht = [xt , et ]).
We restrict these weight matrices such that queries (Q) and keys (K) are the same; Q, K =
EWe . We refer to this matrix as Ẽ. Thus the keys and queries only focus on position
encodings. Meanwhile, values are exclusively dependent on the stimulus component of H
i.e. V = XWx . We refer to this matrix as X̃.

qt K T
yt = sof tmax( √ )V
dk

→

ẽt Ẽ T
yt = sof tmax( √ )X̃
dk

(2)

This is an extreme version of the realisation that, in transformers, best performance is when
position encodings are used to compute keys and queries, but not values.
2. We use causal transformers; the key and value matrices contain the projected position encodings and sensory stimuli respectively at all previous time-steps (i.e. e<t and x<t ).
This is equivalent to causal ‘unmasking’ as the agent wanders the environment accumu3
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Figure 2: (a) The TEM model, with a path integration component (equation 3) and a memory
network component (equation 5 and 6). TEM path integrates g and makes sensory predictions x via
its memory network (dashed lines are additional connections for inference). (b) TEM recapitulates
a host of empirically described cell representations (Whittington et al., 2020). Top/bottom row:
example TEM MEC/Hippocampal representations (plots are spatially smoothed). Figures adapted
from Whittington et al. (2020). (c) Schematic of TEM (adapted from Sanders et al. (2020)), showing
that the same cortical representations (LEC and MEC) are reused in different environments allowing
for generalisation, facilitated by different hippocampal combinations. (d) The TEM hippocampal
conjunction is an outer product - cells receive input from particular MEC and LEC cells.

lating new experiences (not-yet-experienced stimulus-position pairs are inaccessible to the
agent). Meanwhile the query at each time-point is the present positional encoding et .
3. The position encodings are recurrently generated (as in Wang et al. (2019); Liu et al.
(2020)); et+1 = σ(et Wa ), where Wa is a learnable action-dependent weight matrix, and
σ(· · · ) is a non-linear activation function. This means that unlike traditional transformers,
position encodings can be optimised and not the same for every sequence. It now becomes
interesting to see what representations are learned.
These modifications are sufficient to learn spatial representations, in the position encodings, that
mimic representations observed in the brain (Figure 1C; see Appendix for model and training details). The rest of this paper now explains why this is not a surprising result; namely we show that a
transformer with recurrent positional encodings is closely related to current neuroscience models of
the hippocampus and surrounding cortex (Whittington et al., 2020; Uria et al., 2020). Here we focus
on the Tolman-Eichenbaum Machine (TEM) (Whittington et al., 2020), though the same principles
apply for Uria et al. (2020).
The critical points are: 1) the memory component of TEM can be viewed as a transformer selfattention, since the TEM memory network is analogous to a Hopfield network (Hopfield, 1982)
which have recently been shown to be closely related to transformers (Ramsauer et al., 2020); 2)
TEM path integration (see below) can be viewed as a way to learn a position encoding.

4

TEM

The Tolman-Eichenbaum Machine (TEM; Figure 2, further details in Appendix) is a neuroscience
model that captures many known neural phenomena in hippocampus (HPC) and entorhinal cortex
4
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(medial/lateral; MEC/LEC). TEM is a sequence learner trained on tasks exactly like the one described in the previous section. TEM consists of two parts;
1) A module that aims to understand where it is in space, using a representation g to represent
location. To update its location, TEM uses path-integration - the accumulation of self movement
vectors a - enacted in a recurrent neural network:
gt+1 = σ(gt Wa )

(3)

Where Wa is a learnable action dependent weight matrix and σ(· · · ) is a non-linear activation
function. It is in this path-integrating representationg that TEM learns grid and other entorhinal
cells for self-localisation (Figure 2b).
2) To make sensory predictions, location representations g alone are not enough; they must each
link to a sensory observation x, corresponding to the stimulus at that position. Note that these links
are specific to an environment, since each environment consists of a different arrangement of stimuli
in space (i.e. different stimulus-position pairings).
The linking is done by binding every element of g with every element of x, in other words an outer
product that is flattened back into a vector;
p = f latten(xT g)

(4)

These conjunctive p representations are stored in ‘fast weights’ 1 via Hebbian learning;
Mt =

t−1
X

pTτ pτ

(5)

τ =1

And they can later be retrieved using an attractor network (a continuous version of the Hopfield
network). Here a query vector q (details next paragraph) is inputted into the network and updated
via;
q ← σ(qMt )
(6)
where σ(· · · ) is a non-linear activation function; a ReLu in TEM. Crucially, because the memories
are formed using both g and x, they can be retrieved (pattern-completed) using just one of those
representations alone i.e. ‘what did I see the last time I was here’ or ‘where was I the last time I
saw this’. To retrieve a memorised conjunction p, TEM imagines (path-integrates) the next location
g and provides this as input to the attractor network in the form q = f latten(1T g). Equation 6 is
then iterated until a memory is retrieved.
Finally, to make sensory predictions, the retrieved conjunctive memory (pretrieved
) is ‘deconjunct
tified’ into sensory and location components. The sensory component is obtained by unflattening
and summing over the g dimension (Figure 8);
pretrieved
t
xretrieved
= sum(unf latten(pretrieved
), 1)
t
t

(7)

Finally, to make the sensory prediction xretrieved
is fed through a MLP zt = fθ (xretrieved
)) to
t
t
classify (predict) the upcoming sensory observation.
It is also possible, and often helpful, to project g and x via Wg and Wx ; g̃ = gWg and x̃ = xWx
before they are combined conjunctively 2 .

5

TEM AS A TRANSFORMER

Here we show that the above equations of TEM can be written so that: 1) the memory retrieval
components looks like a transformer self-attention; 2) the path integration representation, g look
like position encodings.
1

We note such ‘fast weights’ have previously been thought of as an alternative to the LSTM (Ba et al.,
2016a).
2
In fact, in the TEM code online, Wg and Wx are set as fixed weight matrices, where Wg sub-samples g
and Wx transforms (compresses) x from a one-hot to a two-hot representation.

5
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Figure 3: Self-attention in (a) Transformers and (b) TEM.
1) When considering the TEM memory retrieval process more closely (in this analysis, for direct
comparison, we are only considering
1 attractor step in TEM with no non-linearity), we see that the
Pt
attractor update qt Mt = qt τ pTτ pτ is simply equal to
pretrieved
=
t

t
X

[qt pTτ ]pτ

(8)

τ

Since [qt pTτ ] is just a dot-product ([qt · pτ ]), a single step of the attractor just retrieves memories
weighted by their similarity (dot product) to the query. As noted by Ramsauer et al. (2020), this is
exactly like a transformer but without the softmax scaling the dot-products. Thus the TEM memory
retrieval process behaves like transformer self-attention.
2) We can however go further since TEM’s input to the transformer (i.e. the TEM memories) are
special; they are learnable and built from an outer product between g̃ and x̃ (pτ = f latten(x̃Tτ g̃τ )
), and these memories can be retrieved by a query based on g̃ or x̃ alone (e.g. qt = f latten(1T g̃t )).
Together, these properties mean we can reduce the above dot product even further;
¯τ [g̃t · g̃τ ]
[qt pTτ ] = x̃

pretrieved
= g̃t G̃T Λx P
t

→

(9)

P
¯=
¯
Where x̃
i (x̃τ )i and Λx is a diagonal matrix with elements x̃τ (see Appendix for an alternative
derivation using vector elements). Thus to retrieve a conjunctive p memory, all that was necessary
is weighting past p representations via ‘self-attention’ of g̃t to past representations G̃.
to
To simplify this even further, we consider what happens when we ‘deconjunctify’ pretrieved
t
obtain the sensory component of the memory. Following the TEM procedure described above
(Figure 8);
x̃retrieved
= sum(unf latten(pretrieved
), 1) =
t
t

t
X

¯τ [g̃t · g̃τ ] = g̃t G̃T Λg Λx X̃
x̃τ g̃¯τ x̃

(10)

τ

P
Where Λg is a diagonal matrix with elements g̃¯τ = i (g̃τ )i . Now all that is necessary to retrieve
the sensory component of the memory is weighting past x̃ representations with via ‘self-attention’
of g̃t to past representations G̃. This equation is now very similar to equation 1 except without the
softmax and with additional weightings Λx and Λg . These weighting however are likely learned to
be constant (α) because otherwise some memories will be preferentially retrieved. In this case TEM
is retrieving memories using
x̃retrieved
= (αg̃t G̃T )X̃
t

cf.

g̃t G̃T
sof tmax( √ )X̃
dk

(11)

Which can be seen to be very closely related to the transformer equation (shown on the right), and
diagrammatically shown in Figure 3. The model presented in this paper utilises the full transformer
softmax rule.
The TEM-transformer. Thus the TEM-transformer (TEM-t; from Section 3) is this transformer
that is directly analogous to TEM. Additional modelling details (analogous to modelling details
in TEM) can be found in the Appendix. TEM-t offers dramatic performance improvements over
the original TEM model (Figure 4; code will be released on publication). In particular, 1) Sample
6
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a

b

Figure 4: TEM-t is a more efficient learner than TEM, both in (a) sample efficiency and (b) time
per gradient step. Zero-shot accuracy is prediction accuracy when taking links it has never taken
before, but to a state it has visited before. Successful accuracy here is only possible with learned and
generalised spatial knowledge. We have used the code from TEM from the TEM authors original
code https://github.com/djcrw/generalising-structural-knowledge, and
so have not optimised it for speed of learning etc, so we cannot claim this to be a fair comparison, nevertheless the difference is stark. We note that in the TEM paper, the authors say it takes up
to 50,000 gradient updates for full training, whereas we stopped at 20,000.
efficiency is increased; TEM-t requires many fewer data samples than TEM, and thus training time
is reduced 2) TEM-t can tackle much larger problems, with the ability to store and retrieve many
more memories (not shown here). Additionally to improved performance, TEM-t learns grid cells
(Figure 1) and has potential implications for what place cells are (see next section).
Path integrating position encodings. This leads us to an interesting observation; we see that TEM’s
representations for path integration g plays the role of position encodings in transformers. However
the structure of these positional encodings are not hard-coded, but instead learned via path integration (the structure of space!), with the particular position encoding depending on the particular
sequence of actions taken. Other (non-spatial) structural representations could also be learned depending on the task at hand, i.e. grammar for language. This is a very different (and we think
fruitful) re-understanding of position encodings; representing ‘location’ in a (learned) structure that
can be inferred on the fly.

6

P LACE CELLS IN TRANSFORMERS

Here we discuss, and demonstrate, how TEM-t offers a new interpretation of place representations.
To do so we utilise a recent suggestion of how the transformer update can be performed in biological
hardware (Krotov & Hopfield, 2020). In particular, self-attention (equation 1) can be split into two
T
tK
steps which correspond to two pools of neurons (Figure 5A); 1) calculate sof tmax( q√
). 2)
dk
multiply by V . In this light, K and V can simply be seen as weight matrices between feature
neuron (representing the query) and memory neurons (computing the softmax).
Since memory neurons are sparsely activated due to the softmax, they appear to have a spatial tuning
for each environment resembling hippocampal place cells (Figure 5D-E; note Krotov & Hopfield
(2020) stated memory neurons may correspond to place cells but without simulation). Similarly to
experimentally recorded place cells, these neurons remap randomly between environments i.e. place
cells being neighbours in one environment is not predictive of them being neighbours in another
(unlike grid cells which maintain their phase neighbours across environments).
We can curate this architecture for the specifics of TEM-t. TEM-t explicitly considers factorised g
and x representations (e.g. MEC and LEC), which project to feature neurons in hippocampus (or
still in cortex). Thus the feature neurons consist of two separate sub-populations, g̃ = gWg and
x̃ = xWx , but which can connect to the same memory neurons in hippocampus (Figure 5B-C).
These feature sub-populations are updated alternately rather than simultaneously, depending on the
direction of retrieval; for example, when retrieving x̃ the g̃ feature neurons stay constant while the x̃
7
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<latexit sha1_base64="sfbdt0/XWWk/Jljh15Br28XMe78=">AAACP3icZVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWAQRkUQEXYqCuqxgtWBKmUxu28GZSZi5EUvIP/g1btXP8AvciVs34qTNwtYLwxzOvec+TpgIbtDz3p2p6ZnZufnKQnVxaXlltba2fmPiVDNosljEuhVSA4IraCJHAa1EA5WhgNvw/qzI3z6ANjxW1zhIoC1pT/EuZxQt1antVgOERxw2ys5jDQYvNIDKsyCUWYBcRJD18rxzkHdqdW/fG4b7H/glqJMyGp3aTxDFLJWgkAlqzJ3vJdjOqEbOBOTVIDWQUHZPe3BnoaISTDsbrpK725aJ3G6s7VPoDtm/ioxKYwYytJWSYt9M5gpyz/6F2hQA+3IvlBNTsXvczrhKUgTFRkO7qXAxdguz3IhrYCgGFlCmud3bZX2qKUNr6Vin6IEnprzgcXRC1RrmT9rzH9wc7PsWXx3WT05L6ypkk2yRHeKTI3JCLkmDNAkjT+SZvJBX5835cD6dr1HplFNqNshYON+//3iyXA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vAjbUxnmVfjhH8KhsM3SbDGNgz4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="bgflDSGr1SKh63FU9L2RHz6+5oQ=">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</latexit>

c̃

HPC

<latexit sha1_base64="A52/QBglFEjLYhnQjkYyq6WnQ5I=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="oasiyBpmHCa8Wve+OtYStmZaFPk=">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</latexit>

X̃

<latexit sha1_base64="yxga3riqk3FvR5xnjdUnhD4YfL0=">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</latexit>

c̃1 c̃2 c̃3
<latexit sha1_base64="Ft6g3hQoKhgJQML16w+uxX5yf2Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="T1WoCW6SSnyBrdrTdVC1i6ZeZT0=">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</latexit>

g̃

x̃
<latexit sha1_base64="0vRxNV8lS3dpCJb5HV7o2NREMbc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="T1WoCW6SSnyBrdrTdVC1i6ZeZT0=">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</latexit>

g̃

g̃

x̃
<latexit sha1_base64="0vRxNV8lS3dpCJb5HV7o2NREMbc=">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</latexit>

Feature neurons

D

Env onmen 1

E

Env onmen 2

Wg
<latexit sha1_base64="YmnXxDo9QDngoN68FHIV8pqa/hU=">AAACMnicZZDLSgMxFIYzXut4G3UpwmARXIjMiKBLUVCXFWwr2FIy6WkbTDJDcqZYhq58Grfqy+hO3PoMYqadha0HQj7+c0v+KBHcYBC8OzOzc/MLi6Uld3lldW3d29ismTjVDKosFrG+i6gBwRVUkaOAu0QDlZGAevRwkefrfdCGx+oWBwk0Je0q3uGMopVa3o7bQHjE0aDsMtZg8EoDqGFWb3WHLa8cHAaj8P9DWECZFFFpeT+NdsxSCQqZoMbch0GCzYxq5EzA0G2kBhLKHmgX7i0qKsE0s9H2ob9nlbbfibU9Cv2R+rcjo9KYgYxspaTYM9O5XDywd95tcsCePIjk1FbsnDYzrpIUQbHx0k4qfIz93B+/zTUwFAMLlGlu3+2zHtWUoXVxYlK7zxNT/OBx/AXXGhZO2/MfakeHoeWb4/LZeWFdiWyTXbJPQnJCzsg1qZAqYeSJPJMX8uq8OR/Op/M1Lp1xip4tMhHO9y9Fsax2</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="avKiRZnKy9/hcyIKJCvlZCT/I20=">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</latexit>

Wx

<latexit sha1_base64="teWrHW4osWEZ11qSI4iKD2IRa3M=">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</latexit>

g̃1 g̃2
<latexit sha1_base64="sfbdt0/XWWk/Jljh15Br28XMe78=">AAACP3icZVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWAQRkUQEXYqCuqxgtWBKmUxu28GZSZi5EUvIP/g1btXP8AvciVs34qTNwtYLwxzOvec+TpgIbtDz3p2p6ZnZufnKQnVxaXlltba2fmPiVDNosljEuhVSA4IraCJHAa1EA5WhgNvw/qzI3z6ANjxW1zhIoC1pT/EuZxQt1antVgOERxw2ys5jDQYvNIDKsyCUWYBcRJD18rxzkHdqdW/fG4b7H/glqJMyGp3aTxDFLJWgkAlqzJ3vJdjOqEbOBOTVIDWQUHZPe3BnoaISTDsbrpK725aJ3G6s7VPoDtm/ioxKYwYytJWSYt9M5gpyz/6F2hQA+3IvlBNTsXvczrhKUgTFRkO7qXAx

<latexit sha1_base64="VmBE3JHttmMeb0hClQnaR9lwB8g=">AAACK3icZZBNSwJBGMdn7c3szQq6dFmSoIPIbgR1FLt0NMgXUJHZ8VEHZ3aXmWdF2fwyXatP06no2teIZnUPqQ8M8+P/vM38vVBwjY7zaWU2Nre2d7K7ub39g8Oj/PFJXQeRYlBjgQhU06MaBPehhhwFNEMFVHoCGt7oPsk3xqA0D/wnnIbQkXTg8z5nFI3UzZ/l2ggTnA+KKyKCWdzoTmbdfMEpOfOw18FNoUDSqHbzv+1ewCIJPjJBtW65ToidmCrkTMAs1440hJSN6ABaBn0qQXfi+dqZfWmUnt0PlDk+2nP1f0dMpdZT6ZlKSXGoV3OJWDR30q0TwKEsenJlK/bvOjH3wwjBZ4ul/UjYGNiJMXaPK2AopgYoU9y822ZDqihDY9/SpN6Yhzr9wWTxhZwxzF21Zx3q1yXX8ONNoVxJrcuSc3JBrohLbkmZPJAqqRFGnskLeSVv1rv1YX1Z34vSjJX2nJKlsH7+AEM6qWU=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="bgflDSGr1SKh63FU9L2RHz6+5oQ=">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</latexit>

Remapp ng

g

<latexit sha1_base64="FUso2zjJv9mUA7YN7vHFtItC2Yk=">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</latexit>

x̃

x
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F gure 5 TEM-Transformer neura arch ec ure (a) Kro ov & Hopfie d (2020) descr be a neura y p aus b e arch ec ura ns an a on he ‘Hopfie d ne works s a you need’ w h a separa on
be ween ‘fea ure’ neurons ( e h) and memory neurons ( e sof max(qt K T ) (b-c) Th s can be
ex ended for TEM- bu now he fea ure neurons are no a upda ed s mu aneous y bu on y hose
across bra n reg ons (d) Memory neurons resemb e h ppocampa p ace ce s and (e) remap random y across env ronmen s (f) A poss b e arch ec ure where cor ca neurons pro ec o fea ure
neurons n h ppocampus wh ch n urn pro ec o memory neurons n h ppocampus (g) Add ona
bra n reg ons can be nc uded eas y n h s arch ec ure w h m n ma ncrease n h ppocampa neuron number

neurons are upda ed ( n urn upda ng x n LEC) In h s ve n h ppocampa memor es nk oge her
cor ca represen a ons n po en a y d spara e bra n areas Thus TEM- ns an a es h ppocampa
ndex ng heory (Tey er & Rudy 2007) wh ch s a es ha h ppocampus prov des an ndex ha b nds
oge her cor ca pa erns across d fferen bra n reg ons
The random y remapp ng p ace ce s descr bed one paragraph ago canno be he fu p c ure s nce we
know ha p ace ce remapp ng s no random ns ead nd v dua p ace ce s preferen a y remap o
oca ons cons s en par cu ar gr d ce fir ng (as pred c ed by con unc ve memory ce s p n TEM
and ver fied exper men a y n Wh ng on e a (2020)) However ano her mechan sm for h s
phenomena born from TEM- cou d be as fo ows Shou d he fea ure neurons ex s n h ppocampus
(F gure 5F) hen here w be h ppocampa spa a ce s g̃ ha ma n a n he r re a onsh p o gr d
ce s across d fferen env ronmen (as hey are nher ed from g v a a pro ec on g̃ = gWg ) Thus
across he popu a on of h ppocampa ce s here w be hose ha ma n a n he r re a onsh p o
gr d ce s (e g g̃ and hose ha don’ (e g memory neurons and x̃) bu he popu a on effec w
ex s us ke wha s exper men a y observed
As a no e he par cu ar re a onsh p of our mode o he mode of Kro ov & Hopfie d (2020) s
wha hey refer o as a ‘ ype B’ mode These are mode s w h con ras ve norma sa on on he
memory neurons (v a a sof max n our case) as opposed o ‘ ype B’ mode s wh ch have a power
ac va on func on on he memory neurons TEM ( ef hand s de of Equa on 11) corresponds o a
near ac va on func on on he memory neurons and s d rec y ana ogous o he or g na Hopfie d
energy Second y he no on ha here are wo ypes of fea ure neurons ha can be bound oge her n
he same memory was exp ored n Kro ov & Hopfie d (2016) where p xe n ens es were assoc a ed
w h abe s of hose mages In TEM- one of he fea ure vec ors g s earned v a a RNN and
s ruc ures se f accord ng o he under y ng ask s ruc ure
As an add ona as de we no e ha Kro ov & Hopfie d (2020) arch ec ures does no so ve he
sca ng prob em of conven ona Hopfie d ne works he number of memor es ha or g na Hopfie d
ne works cou d s ore sca ed near y w h he d mens ona y of he recurren a rac or ne work (Am
e a 1985) Wh e recen ana y ca work has shown w h exponen a power ac va on func ons
N
he number of memor es ha can be s ored o sca e as 2 2 where N s he d mens ona y of he
fea ure neurons (Dem rc g e a 2017) Th s s a cons derab y more favourab e sca ng However
unfor una e y he arch ec ure from Kro ov & Hopfie d (2020) ns ead requ res a grow ng number of
memory neurons (one for each memory) so he number of memor es s s
near w h he number
of neurons! We no e ha ma hema ca y der ved sca ng aw was for an exponen a ac va on
func on no w h a sof max as we use here
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7

D ISCUSSION

We have shown that TEM, a current model of the hippocampal formation, is closely related to
a transformer with recurrent position encodings. We now consider some wider implications for
neuroscience.
Multiple cortical inputs to hippocampus. TEM considers hippocampal conjunctions between two
cortical regions (g and x). It is, however, possible to consider conjunctions of more than two brain
regions. Indeed hippocampal neurons often respond to more than two task variables (McKenzie
et al., 2014). In TEM, the naive approach of a ‘triple’ (or higher) conjunction would increase the
number of hippocampal neurons would increase by a factor of nc ; the number of neurons from brain
region c̃. TEM-t does not scale so badly. Instead it just requires an additional nc feature neurons,
and the number of memory neurons can stay the same since the each hippocampal memory neuron
can simply index a memory across three (or more), rather than two, brain regions (Figure 5G).
With multiple inputs to hippocampus [x̃, g̃, c̃, . . . ], any subset of those brain areas can reinstate a
memory in the other brain regions i.e. x̃ and g̃ can reinstate a c̃ memory or g̃ alone could reinstate x̃
and c̃ memories. As an analogy to the TEM triple conjunction, TEM-t proposes that c̃t is updated via
c̃t ← sof tmax((g̃t G̃T ) (x̃t X̃ T ))C̃, where is an element wise product. We note an alternate,
and perhaps more intuitive, option could be c̃t = sof tmax(g̃t G̃T + x̃t X̃ T )C̃ - this is equivalent
to two ‘double’ conjunctions in TEM, one between g̃ and c̃, the other between x̃ and c̃. This is
important for TEM as it requires many fewer hippocampal neurons than a ‘triple’ conjunction.
Beyond hippocampus: Cortex as a Transformer. We have considered transformers as a model
of hippocampus and its connections. We know, however, that transformer representations predict
language areas (Schrimpf et al., 2020), and that patients can talk and comprehend just fine with major
hippocampal deficits (Elward & Vargha-Khadem, 2018). This indicates that the transformer, and
TEM-like models, may also model other brain regions, such as language areas, that are seemingly
independent from hippocampus (related ideas discussed in Hawkins et al. (2019); Lewis (2021) but
specifically for grid cells in neocortex). This raises two questions. Firstly what is the analogue
of spatial positional encodings for higher order tasks such as language, and secondly what takes
the role of the memory neurons if not hippocampus. We offer some thoughts in the following two
paragraphs.
In spatial tasks, TEM and TEM-t learn positional encodings that mirror the structure of space. The
implication is that positional encoding should reflect the abstract underlying properties of the task at
hand. In language for example, this structure is grammar. This contrasts to the typical positional encodings in Transformers - sines and cosines - which represent a linear structure. It is our contention
that positional encodings that are inferred on the fly and consist of previously learned structures
(like the spatial case we have considered) would offer an interesting and potentially fruitful research
direction in problems of language, maths, and logic.
If the transformer were solely instantiated in cortex, then what about the memory neurons? It is
possible that the memory neuron equivalent exists in cortex too, but for these tasks, since it is not
necessary to store long term memories or bind knowledge across multiple brain areas hippocampus
is not required; so short term cortical memory neurons suffice.

8

C ONCLUSION

We have shown that transformers with recurrent positional encodings reproduce neural representations found in rodent entorhinal cortex and hippocampus. We then showed these transformers
are close mathematical cousins to models of hippocampus that neuroscientists have developed over
the last few years. We hope this work brings neuroscience and machine learning closer together,
and offers understanding for both sides; for neuroscientists a road map to understanding cortical
areas beyond the hippocampal formation; for machine learners a greater understanding of positional
encodings in transformers.
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A
A.1

A PPENDIX
T HE MATHS USING ELEMENTS

Here we derive the main results using vector and matrix elements. Since each element in p is
multiplicative combination of every pair of elements in x̃ and g̃, then
pij = g̃i x̃j

(12)

Where we label the elements of vector p with two indices even though it is a vector. Similarly, the
memory matrix uses 4 indices;
X
Mijkl =
g̃iτ x̃τj g̃kτ x̃τl
(13)
τ

Retrieving a memory via path integration. Querying the network becomes qij = g̃iP I , which
reduces to
X
XX
qij Mijkl =
g̃iP I g̃iτ x̃τj g̃kτ x̃τl
τ

ijk

=

ijk

X

X
X
X
x̃τl (
g̃kτ )(
g̃iP I g̃iτ )(
x̃τj )

τ

i

k

(14)

j

→ g̃tP I X̃ T Λg Λx G̃
Retrieving a memory using a sensory observation alone. Similarly when the query is the sensory
observation alone qij = xj
X

qij Mijkl =

X

=

X

ijl

x̃j g̃iτ x̃τj g̃kτ x̃τl

ijlτ

X
X
X
g̃kτ (
x̃τl )(
g̃iτ )(
x̃j x̃τj )

τ

i

l

(15)

j

→ x̃t X̃ T Λg Λx G̃
Retrieving a memory using a sensory observation and path integration. When the query is
qij = giP I xj , and we want to retrieve a position encoding memory
X

qij Mijkl =

X

=

X

ijl

g̃iP I x̃j g̃iτ x̃τj g̃kτ x̃τl

ijlτ

X
X
X
g̃kτ (
x̃τl )(
g̃iP I g̃iτ )(
x̃j x̃τj )

τ

→ (x̃t X̃ T
A.2

i

l

(16)

j

g̃tP I G̃T )Λg G̃

D ETAILS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Code
will
be
made
available
generalising-structural-knowledge.

at

https://github.com/djcrw/

Scaling beta. Since the number of memories is not constant, we use an adaptive β parameter in the
softmax. This is because normalisation term in the softmax sums the number of memories, and so
more memories down-weights probabilities. We want a self-attention value to not be affected by the
number of elements in the set. In particular, we weight the softmax by log(nmemories ).
Losses. We use same set of losses as in TEM;
• a one-step sensory prediction cross entropy loss, i.e. using gtP I as input to the memory
retrieval process
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•
•
•
•

a sensory prediction cross entropy loss using gt as input to the memory retrieval process
a squared error loss between gt and gtP I
l2 weight regularisation
l2 regularisation on gt

Normalisation. We find that using layernorm (Ba et al., 2016b) on the positional encodings (not
in the RNN, but on the input to transformer) to be beneficial, since the memory retrieval process
can then be standardised - no one memory is up-weighted relative to others. Using layernorm before
self-attention in transformers is common practice (Vaswani et al., 2017). For simplicity, we use fixed
weights on the layer norm, i.e. is is just a z score of g, Since we use a one-hot encodings of our
sensory representations, they are already normalised.
Stabilising position representations. Recurrently generated positional encodings accumulate noise
and drift. While bespoke path integration networks from neuroscience mitigate noise by enforcing
their neural representations to stay close to a neural manifold (Burak & Fiete, 2009), this can not
be guaranteed in learned recurrent networks. One method of stabilisation is via sensory landmarks
- i.e. ‘what positional encoding did I have the last time I saw this landmark’. In this vein TEM
uses the following query to the memory network; qt = f latten(x̃Tt 1), and memories of positional
encodings are retrieved as;
g̃tretrieved = sum(unf latten(qt Mt ), 0) =

t
X

¯τ [x̃t · x̃τ ] = x̃t X̃ T Λg Λx G̃
g̃τ g̃¯τ x̃

(17)

τ

The final position encoding, g is computed on a basis of path integration (gtP I ; equation 3) and stored
landmark information (gtretrieved ; equation 17), i.e. gt = gtP I + fθ (gtretrieved , gtP I )(gtretrieved −
gtP I ), where g retrieved = fθ (g̃ retrieved ) and fθ (· · · ) are different MLPs.
We note that a better query to the memory network would be qt = f latten(x̃Tt gtP I ) since sensory
observations may be aliased, including gtP I can help disambiguate such aliasing. In this case, the
retrieved memory is (x̃t X T gtP I G)Λx G. This is perhaps, different to what would be anticipated;
using an element wise product rather than an addition. Translating this other TEM memory retrieval
process into transformers we get gtretrieved = fθ (sof tmax(x̃t X T gtP I G)G), this can be thought
of as another attention head i.e. from input [g, x], the key and query ‘attends’ to x while the value
‘attends’ to g.
When to add memories. Memories should not be added at every step, otherwise the self-attention
mechanism would be biased towards memories (locations) that have been visited more frequently.
This is not a problem typically addressed in transformer, but here to mitigate this issue memories are
only added when existing memories for that particular conjunction do not already exist i.e. if there
is a memory already with the present combination of g and x (similarity determined by dot product)
then no new memory is added 3 .
Multiple iterations: Though in our simulations we only used a single iteration of the transformer
block, it is possible to use multiple iterations - just like a Hopfield network (as in Ramsauer et al.
(2020)). Here the retrieved sensory memory x̃retrieved
can be fed into the next iteration, along
t
with positional encoding i.e. the path integrated g. In this case (see Appendix for derivation),
TEM suggests that x̃t is iteratively updated via x̃t ← sof tmax(x̃t X̃ T g̃t G̃)X̃, but with the first
iteration via x̃t ← sof tmax(g̃t G̃)X̃. The multiplicative term in the softmax is perhaps unexpected
- it may be thought that it should be additive instead.
Place-like representations without a softmax: Here we chose a softmax activation function on
the memory neurons to make the relationship between TEM and transformers exact. However was
this choice necessary to observe place cells in the memory neurons? While we have not examined
this experimentally, we suspect place-like representations would emerge for a variety of activations,
since memories must still be sparsely activated for correct prediction. We leave this for future
work to verify, but note again that power and exponential activations have been shown to have a
3
The TEM modelP
actually does something very much like this - memories are only added if they did not
already exist - M = τ (pτ − p̂τ )T (pτ + p̂τ ), where p̂τ is the memory that was retrieved at τ , i.e. only the
un-predicted components of the memory pτ are added.
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Figure 6: Learning to predict the next sensory observation in environments that share the same
structure but differ in their sensory observations. TEM only sees the sensory observations and
associated action taken, it is not told about the underlying structure - this must be learned.

much greater memory capacity (Krotov & Hopfield, 2016; Demircigil et al., 2017) than traditional
Hopfield nets with linear activation.

A.3

A DDITIONAL DETAILS OF THE SPATIAL TASK

We formalise a task type that not only relates to known hippocampal function, but also tests the
learning and generalising of abstract structural knowledge. We formalise this via relational understanding on graph structures (a graph is a set of nodes that relate to each other).
Should one passively move on a graph (e.g. Figure 6), where each node is associated with a nonunique sensory observation (e.g. an image of a banana), then predicting the subsequent sensory
observation tests whether you understand the graph structure you are in. For example, if you return
to a previously visited node (Figure 6 pink) by a new direction - it is only possible to predict correctly
if you know that a right → down → lef t → up means you’re back in the same place. Knowledge
of such loop closures is equivalent to understanding the structure of the graph.
We thus train our models on these graphs with it trying to predict the next sensory observation.
Our models are trained on many environments sharing the same structure, e.g. 2D graphs (Figure
6), however the stimulus distribution is different (each vertex is randomly assigned a stimulus).
Should it be able to learn and generalise this structural knowledge, then it should be able to enter
new environments (structurally similar but with different stimulus distributions) and perform feats
of loop closure on first presentation.
Formally, given data of the form D = {(xk≤T , ak≤T )} with k ∈ {1, · · · , N } (which environment it
is in), where x≤T and a≤T are a sequence of sensory observations and associated actions/relations
(Figure 6), N is the number of environments in the dataset, and T is the duration of time-steps in
each environment, our model should maximise its probability of observing the sensory observations
for each environment.
The sensory stimuli are chosen randomly, with replacement, at each node. We understand that this
is not like the real world, where adjacent locations have sensory correlations - most notable in space
(though names in a family tree will be less correlated). Sensory correlations help with sensory
predictions, thus if we use environments with sensory correlations, we would not know what was
causing the learned representations, sensory correlations, or transition structure. To answer this
question cleanly, and to know that transition structure is the sole cause, we do not use environments
with sensory correlations.
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A.4

A DDITIONAL DETAILS OF TEM

We present a more detailed model schematic of TEM in Figure 7. We see there are two components
to TEM - a RNN for understanding position (g, in green top of Figure 7) that also indexes memories
via ‘queries’ q = Wg g. A memory network that binds together x and g, via an outer product
(middle green in 7, with more detail in Figure 8A). When the memory network is queried (red in
Figure 7), it undergoes attractor dynamics to retrieve the full memory. To make a sensory prediction,
the retrieved memory is ‘deconjunctified’ into a sensory representation (Figure 8C).
Model flow. TEM transitions through time and infers gt and pt at each time-step. gt is inferred
before forming each new memory pt . In other words variables g and p are inferred in the following
order gt , pt , gt+1 , pt+1 , gt+2 · · ·. This flow of information is shown in a schematic in Figure 7.
Independently, at each time-step, the model model asks ‘are the inferred variables what I would have
predicted given my current understanding of the world (weights)’. I.e. 1) Is the inferred gt the one
I would have predicted from gt−1 . 2) Is the inferred pt the one I would have predicted from gt . 3)
Is xt what I would have predicted from pt . This leads to errors (at each timestep) between inferred
and predicted variables gt and pt , and between sensory data xt and its prediction.
At then end of a sequence, these errors are accumulated, with model parameters updated along the
gradient (from back-propagation through time) that matches each others variables and also matches
the data.
Since the model runs along uninterrupted, it’s activity at one time-step influence those at later timesteps. Thus when learning (using back-propagation through time - BPTT), gradient information
flows backwards in time. This is important as, should a bad memory be formed at one-time step, it
will have consequences for later predictions - thus BPTT allows us to learn how to form memories
and latent representations such that they will be useful many steps into the future.
A.5

R ELATED WORK

Here we discuss and compare other models that recapitulate spatial representations found in the
brain. These models fall into several categories. 1) Auto-encoder like models trained on spatial
representations (Dordek et al., 2016). 2) Graph representation models (Gustafson & Daw, 2011;
Stachenfeld et al., 2017). 3) Latent state inference models (George et al., 2021). 4) Path integrating
models with RNNs trained on spatial representations (Cueva & Wei, 2018; Banino et al., 2018). 5)
Models mixing RNNs and memory networks that are trained on sequences of sensory observations.
We note that models (1-4) are learned using curated spatial representation, i.e. the modeller has
already worked how how space works, and the model is finding an alternate representation of that
space. This is not how you or I learn. Instead, we learn by extracting regularities from the sensory
world, and transfer/generalise this knowledge from domain to domain. Model category (5) does
unsupervised learning by predicting sequences of sensory observations alone. From just sensory
observations, it can slowly build up a picture of how space is structured, and then transfer this
knowledge to situations that share the same underlying spatial structure. Our model TEM-t fall in
the model (5) category, along with TEM (Whittington et al., 2020) and other similar models Uria
et al. (2020).
For model to make sensory predictions as fast as possible, it is necessary to have two components.
a) A RNN that understand position, and b) a memory network that can remember what you see and
where you see them. Now the model can be asked what ’what will you see when heading East’
and correctly respond Cat even it it has never gone East at that location before. This is because
it can simulate going East via its RNN and then retrieve the memory it had stored at that location
(it must have visited the Cat location before thought!). The other models, e.g. an autoencoder,
could not solve this task since it learns slow statistical structures between sensory observations over
many many training examples. Thus it would be clueless to the entirely new configuration of sensory
observations in the new environment. In sum, it is necessary to have an understanding of position,
and the ability to make and retrieve memories to successfully make sensory predictions as fast
as possible.
We describe the relationship between TEM (and thus the hippocampal-entorhinal system) as close
not because it produces the same representations, instead we are saying the relationship is close
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Figure 7: Schematic to show the model flow. Depiction of TEM at two time-points, with each
time-point described at a different level of detail. Timepoint t shows network implementation, t + 1
describes each computation in words. Red is for model predictions, green is for updating model
variables. We do not show the stabilising position encodings module here. Circles depict neurons
(blue is g, red is x, blue/red is p); shaded boxes depict computation steps; arrows show learnable
weights; looped arrows describe recurrent attractor. Black lines between neurons in attractor describe Hebbian weights M . Wa are learnable, action dependent, transition weights. Wg and Wx
are learnable projection matrices. Yellow arrows show training errors.
because we have shown a mathematical relationship between the two models. This could not
happen for most ML models as most ML systems do not have both RNN structured representations
and a memory system and so is not mathematically relatable to current models of the hippocampal
formation. However, equipped with the mathematical relationship, we can say that the memory
part of the transformer is related to the hippocampal memory system in TEM. And the positional
encodings are related to the entorhinal grid RNN system in TEM.
A.6

F URTHER LEARNED CELL REPRESENTATIONS
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Figure 8: Memory formation and retrieval in TEM. (a-b) Memory formation. (a) Projected sensory
sensory code x̃ and projected grid code g̃ are combined via an outer-product x̃T g̃, which is flattened
to obtain a vector of place cells p. Each place cell (denoted by a single diagonally divided cell) is
a conjunction of an element from each of x̃ and g̃ (denoted by the two colours composing each
cell). The activity of the place cell is the product of the values of these elements. (b) A new Hebbian
memory pT p is added to the existing memory matrix M . (c-d) Memory retrieval. (c) Multiplication
of the query q with the memory matrix M retrieves a place code p. This retrieved code is the sum
of previously experienced codes, weighted by their similarity to the present query. This may be
repeated iteratively to converge to the stored p that is most similar to q. (d) The retrieved place code
p is reshaped and summed along the rows to average-out the g components. The result is g̃¯x̃.
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Figure 9: Learned grid cells ordered by grid score. We only show cells that are both active and have
a grid score above 0. A gird score of 0.3-0.5 is generally considered to be a grid cell. The panels on
the right hand side are the show the grid scores for the whole population of cells (though in some
cases the grid score was not calculable e.g. if the cell has no activity; these cells are ignored in the
analysis). (a) Grid cells learned with a linear activation function. (a) Grid cells learned with a ReLu
activation function.

Figure 10: Learned grid cells in hexagonal 6-connected world.
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Figure 11: Place cells ordered by novel place cell metric. This metric assess how place-like the firing
of each cell is. In particular, we look at the connected components of the firing rate map, and our
metric is the ratio of ‘firing mass’ in the largest connected component versus all connected components. This metric is 1 if all the firing is in a single component, and it is lower if the firing is spread
between components. (a) TEM-t learned memory place cells. (b) Our novel metric distinguishes
between TEM-t RNN neurons (grid cells), and TEM-t memory neurons (place cells).
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